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“If you fall behind, run faster. Never give up, never surrender and rise up against the odds”.

With this motto in mind the grade X students of Edify school Tirupati went to attend the Interaction 

program with The Lieutenant Governor of Puducherry DR. KIRAN BEDI at Rajnivas. It was a great 

opportunity for the students where they put forth their questions to the Governor. The entire session was 

inspiring where she insisted upon sincerity, dedication and hardwork. It was altogether a different 

experience for the upcoming leaders.

The Bharath Scouts / Guides is a non-political, non-sectarian and secular organization.

The main aim of the Bharat Scouts and Guides movement is to bring up youngsters to become 

responsible citizens of India, who have the basic knowledge of every possible survival skill.

At Edify school we have introduced the Scouts and Guides this year and conducted Investiture 

Ceremony for the Residential Students of “Pravesh” level.

Champions @ Tirupati smart quizChampions @ Tirupati smart quizChampions @ Tirupati smart quiz
Edify School team Eshwar Sai of Grade-X, Sreeja of Grade-IX, 

Aayan Mohanty of Grade-VIII and Pranay Teja Reddy of Grade-VII 

Won Inter School Quiz Competition conducted by Tirupati 

Municipal Corporation.The team won the final round and emerged 

as the champions of Tirupati Smart quiz and were awarded with 

Rupees one lakh prize money for their unbeatable performance.
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“Eat healthy live healthy”

On Sunday the 10th November students of residential learned the art of making healthy paneer 

vegetable sandwich and masala butter milk as a part of their cuisine club activity.

Trekking to Mamanduru forest

The boarding students went to Mamanduru Forest for trekking on 9th November 2019. The green 

forest area and the water stream in between was an enjoyable place for the students. The students had 

the joy of playing in the water. They were completely refreshed.

Creative Club

Green Club

Clubs



FIELD TRIPS

Field trip to Big Bazaar and Reliance Mart
The Grade 1 students visited Big Bazaar and Reliance Mart to link the classroom experience with the outside world 

and to drastically improve the process of learning.

They spent time discussing about the edible parts of the plants they eat. They also pointed out the processed and 

un-processed food items with a keen observation. They were curious to express their prior knowledge about the 

food products.  They established their enthusiasm by sensing experience to both the learners and educators. 

They exclaimed confidently that chocolates, ice cream, cakes, chips etc. are unhealthy although they surely were 

more excited while exploring the junk food zone. It was concluded with questionnaire filled by students. The staff of 

super market treated everyone with chocolates.

Educational tour to Radio station and Citi cable office
With a view to emphasizing the importance of mass communication and enabling the students to understand the 

same Edifiers visited radio station and Citi cable. Students got to know about modern technologies and overall 

process of producing communication materials for radio and T.V. Children had greater understanding of the 

involvement required to bring us our News. They learned the functions of a copy writer, a producer, RJ etc. at radio 

station. It was a valuable experience.

 Field Trip of Grade-VI to Sri Venkateshwara College of Sculpture
As a part of the curriculum, students of grade 6 have been taken to Sri Venkateshwara college of Sculpture. 

Students observed how sculptures are done, how the art forms are used for the construction of temples and 

installation of idols in the temples. They also came to know that the granite which is used for the carving is from 

Kanchi and Mamallapuram. Children had learnt that the art and culture has been propagated from past many 

centuries.



Grade-VIII Students Visit to Sri Kalahasthi 
The theme of the field trip was “does colors have History”. Kids have been taken to the Kalamkari units which are 

there in Srikalahasthi. The unit which our kids visited was Bhanodaya Kalamkari works. They got to see how the 

organic colours have been used to make the cloth more attractive and beautiful. The Srikalahasti style of 

Kalamkari, wherein the "kalam" or 'pen' is used for freehand drawing of the subject and filling in the colors, is 

entirely hand worked. Kids learned how to use the colours in different forms. This trip made kids to understand how 

the oldest form of art used to fill with colours.

Grade 7 students visit to Venkateshwara College of Sculpture
Art and Culture is the essence of community. Edify school organised a visit to the college of Sculpture for class 7th 

students as a part of their curriculum. The students had an experience to know about different forms of sculptures 

made with different materials like stone, metals, wood, cement.

Field trip to Old age home and Orphanages - Joy of giving week
Joy of giving week in India’s very own festival of giving. It aims at spreading joy & happiness among those who 
need help and support. We believe that enabling the spirit of giving in children will make them socially conscious & 
take them a step closer to becoming better individuals. The children were encouraged to participate in acts of 
giving throughout the week. This got the children to not only connect with an individual but also make them think 
and articulate what they were thankful for.



Winners of Spell Bee conducted at Edify School on the Occasion of Children’s Day

Children are like wet Mould, whatever falls on them makes an impression. Children are like buds and should be 
carefully and lovingly nurtured. Children's day celebrations went on a full swing at Edify. The event started with 
prayer and wishes from the Coordinator and Principal Madam. We had medley of classical and western dance and 
songs. Teachers had performed informative play lets for the kids. Whole campus echoed with the spirit of joy and 
happiness.

CELEBRATIONS



Media Club
Pen is mightier than sword. Our young journalists of media club pen all the happenings in the campus and come 

out with awe inspiring articles no less than famous critics. The motto is thus satisfied in organizing the truth and 

information such media club talents were encouraged through brain storming sessions on role of media and 

responsibility of media members, importance of communication skills and tracking media habits. Guest lectures 

during Constitution day and discussion on the attack of 26/11 in Mumbai. They were also given an opportunity to 

share their experiences as a valuable part of media club.

Cuisine  Club
In Edify many cooks doesn't spoil the broth, indeed our tiny chefs and young cooks prepare most delicious and 

yummy recipes and serve it to the heart content. The art of cooking is taught with quick recipes like biscuit bread 

crumbs, chocolate cubes, veg burger, masala puffed rice, Indian yogurt and sweet poha. Our curious little chefs 

innovate appetizing dishes that serves the satisfaction and spreads smile.

Eco  Club
Molding the saviors of the savior. Nature is the source and resource of all the living things. Little talents are 

nurtured to realize the responsibility we have towards our mother nature through the activities and awareness 

programs like, preparing slogans to motivate the care for nature, Say No To Plastic; plastic ban in the school 

premises, knowing about the nature and caring the fellow living creatures; preparation of bird feeders with 

ecofriendly material, preparation of sand volcano with sodium bi carbonate and acetic acid (baking soda & 

vinegar).

CLUBS



Literary club
Language is the effective means of communication. Edifiers are motivated to acquire the versatility of language in 

order to develop effective communication skills, written skills and verbal skills as well, through the concept 

oriented programs like D.E.A.R (Drop Everything and Read) Listening motivates Speaking, Speaking inspires 

Reading, and Reading paves Writing. Hence the objectives of language are attained. Our upcoming laureates 

have participated in  innovative processes like story narration, books review, listening tasks followed by brain 

storming questions on the content and Troubleshooting Conversation.   

Creative  Club
A thing of beauty is joy forever. Creative and innovative thoughts lead to the beguiling creations. Art is eternal and 

the ecstasy of creation was being taught with more creative passion through the concepts of Best out of Waste, 

Cotton pom–poms and many other craft items.

ఆంధ �ష� � అవతరణ ��త�వం ��క��

నవంబ� 1వ ��న ఆంధ�  �ష� � అవతరణ ��త�వం సందర�ం� ఎ��ౖ �ఠ�ల �� ����� ల� �ష� � �తం మ�� �ంస�ృ�క �ర�క�� �

�ర��ం��. “�శ �షలం� ��� �స�” అ� ��� ��, �శం గ��ంచదగ�  �� �� ఆంధ�  �ష� �ం అ�వృ��  �ం�ల�, ఆంధ�  �ష� �ం 

అవతరణ �ర� కృ� ��న ప� ��� ��ం� ����� ల� ��య���. ప� � శ��రం �ష� � �తం అ�న “� ��� త�� �” �తం ��� 

అ� సంక����. ఎ��ౖ �ఠ�ల �జ�న�ం, �� ���� మ�� అ�డ�� �అ�� �ట� ఆంధ�  �ష� � అవతరణ ��త�వం ���ం�� 

��య���.

Special Assembly



Constitution Week

“Celebrating the supreme law of country and molding the responsible 

future citizens”.

As a part of constitution week Edifiers were equipped with the knowledge 

of the importance of Indian Constitution. Children learned about Definition, 

greatness and key members of India Constituent assembly. Children were 

also provided with the philosophy and challenges faced by the constituent 

assembly while framing the constitution of India. Knowledge is divine 

knowing about ourselves is dignity owning the spirit of country by all the 

means is our responsibility.

IM BASED ACTIVITIES

Germination of a seed

Little children are very curious about life and growth of living things. As a part of IM-4 the germination of seeds 

activity was done with the aim to demonstrate how plants develop from seeds.

Grade 1 children were taken to garden and explained the process of germination of seeds practically. They sowed 

the seeds in their reusable water bottles, covered the seeds with soil and sprinkled some water and kept them in 

sunlight. They were really excited to see their seed grow within a few days. Their happiness was on the peak when 

they saw a little plant coming out of their pot. Children learnt various needs of a plant, their responsibilities towards 

plants and also they can re- use the waste materials.

Interdependence activity and processed and non - processed food activity by grade 1 students

Grade 1 teachers had put a step forward by doing a role play on interdependence between plants, animals and 

human beings. This role play helped the children to develop their cognitive skills. It also helped them to co relate 

with real life situations where we live in. The children enthusiastically observed their own role models (facilitators) 

and enjoyed the play. They also got an opportunity to segregate the processed and non – processed food items 

and learnt that processed food is the food that is changed from its natural state where as non – processed food is 

the food that can be eaten in natural state.



Puppet show for Grade II students

Our tiny tots were enthralled to watch their favourite characters come alive during the puppet show organised for them. The 

students of class 2 were in for a special treat with this puppet show which captured their attention and opened doors to their 

imagination. Since time immemorial puppetry has proven itself to be a powerful medium of storytelling which not only leaves 

an impact on the students but also strengthens their language skills. Puppets changed the entire hall by creating more 

possibilities for creativity, collaboration, critical thinking, and curiosity. Children can believe and relate to them, they can enter 

and explore the fascinating inventive world that puppets create. The puppeteers, IK teachers engrossed the students with 

their voice modulation and effective use of creative puppets. The little storytellers also learnt the art of narrating a story 

effectively. It was a joyful learning experience for the little storytellers. 

Writing isn't letters on paper, 
it’s communication

Myth is neither a lies nor a confession. 
It is an in-flexion

Fairy tales teach us the power of hope and dreams

Assembly Presentations



•  It doesn't matter how much we give but how much love we put into giving.

• We all enjoy receiving gifts no matter how small the gift is. The same way we all 

must learn to make some one happy by giving away the gifts. 

• The joy of receiving is short term and the joy of giving is life time. Hence, we 

must ensure that we must inculcate the habit of giving in children without 

expecting something in return.

• It doesn't matter how much we give but the will to give matter.

• A small help of giving away chocolates, cookies, toys and stationery will ensure 

the students have the joy of helping needy.

• Joy of giving is not necessarily with humans, it is with the environment also 

which include plants, trees, animals and so on.

Word to the Parent

Joy of Giving
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Joy of giving activity @ kindergarten

“The smallest act of kindness is worth more than the grandest intention”

Promoting the act of giving has always been a significant aspect of EDIFY. To spread joy and happiness 

among those who need help and support, as a part of Joy of giving week, the students of kindergarten 

visited the old age home and orphanage at RASS, Tirupati. During the activity they interacted with the 

inmates, shared the eatables which they brought from home (bread, cookies, and fruits) and 

empathized with them. 

Pink colour day celebrations @ kindergarten
“It's not about how much money we make, it's how we save it”
Being able to save money has no age limit! Money is difficult to manage, save and earn. It's important to 
teach children to save money in their early years so they learn to value it. As a part of pink day we 
integrated it with the theme of the month 'Save Money'. Children were taught about the importance of 
saving money and how to save money in their kiddy banks. During the activity they were given the 
tactile experience of putting money in the kiddy bank. They were also shown the different shades of 
pink with water play. The day was very colourful to see our pink butterflies flying with toy money in their 
hands. 

Splendid children's day celebrations @ kindergarten
Children's day had started with a sparkling note!! The kids were involved in games. Later on they were 
taken to the seminar hall. IK teachers dressed up as magicians left the kids spell bound with their 
mesmerizing magic tricks. Going ahead children danced to the tunes of different pop songs .On the 
whole the day was truly fun filled both for the students and the teachers as well.



Farmer's day kindergarten
“In winters chill or summer's heat… A farmer works so that world can eat”
Farming and farmer plays a vital role for the survival of mankind. So it's our duty to teach our future 
generation about the importance of farming. To ignite the passion for farming in kids, we involved them 
in various farming activities like digging, sowing, mulching and watering. During the activity they learnt 
how the food that we eat is produced and also the importance of farmer in taking care of land and its 
resources.

Aural activity for IK III kids 
Hearing empowers us and helps us to lead our everyday lives without limitations. It enables us to 
socialize, work and communicate. It also helps us to stay connected to the outside world and it keeps us 
safe by warning us of potential danger. As a part of our IM – II we had an experimental feeling activity for 
IK-III children by making them to listen to different types of musical instruments like keyboard, drums, 
rhythm pad,.etc they also learned different types of sounds like pleasing, harsh, loud and low sounds.

Tactility activity for IK III kids
Touch is one of the most important sense for development of children because it helps children start to 
grasp the three-dimensional world we live in, allowing them to physically interact with objects and 
comprehend how things work. As a part of our IM we had an experimental feeling activity for IK-III 
children by making them to touch and walk on the different types of materials which belong to different 
textures like rough, smooth, hard, soft, cold and hot.

IM ACTIVITIES



Outdoor activity on transport by our IK I teamsters
Children are able to observe, learn understand concepts in a far greater capacity, when they are able to 
experience something for themselves. As we are dealing with the topic transport for IK-I, the children 
were involved in an outdoor activity with toy vehicles. During the activity they showed different modes 
of transport and their uses.

Story telling activities by IK II narrators
A wise man once said, “After nourishment, shelter and companionship, stories are the thing we need 
most in the world.” It's the stories that give wings to our imagination and take us to places beyond the 
boundaries of our physical world and into the land of fairies. To keep the tradition going and to stimulate 
curiosity, role plays and puppet show were done as a part of IM activities by our IK II children. The 
narrators narrated the stories by using the aids like puppets and face masks. Children enjoyed listening 
to stories presented by their friends and teachers.

Assembly presentations

Presentation on 'save money' 
by IK III Dickens

A rhythmical presentation on days 
of the week song by IK III kids

Assembly presentation by IK-3 
Children on Hindi letters
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